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Energy ENC525CV
Speaker System
Text and Measurements by Frank Cook of Audiotruth.info

The Energy
ENC525CVs offer
high-quality parts,
truly-engineered
crossovers
(bandaids), sexy
looks, excellent
performance and
great price.

Energy does home audio
, right? Well, not just ho
me anymore! Energy
Loudspeakers is makin
g a transition into the ca
r audio marketplace,
bringing more than 30 ye
ars of engineering and
manufacturing
excellence with them.
nergy is best known for its
legendary
Pro22 Series (1982). This
series was
an absolute breakthrough
in sonic
performance. Featuring the
“million-dollar” Dual
Hyperdome Tweeter, the Pro
22 Series was engineered to better handle hig
h and middle frequencies while eliminating resona
nce. Later that year,
the Energy 22 was selecte
d to be the Reference
model for the NRC and the
CBC.
Since those days, there
has been a list of
equally impressive contrib
utions to the industry.
But perhaps their biggest
contribution will occur
in the car audio segment.
While Energy knows
how to make great-soundin
g speakers, they also
possess the manufacturin
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advanced components and
type. The mid-range cone
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implemented) and a set of
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ch mountis a hot-looking, CNC-ma
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chined cast aluminum
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The
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tall
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ndard affair; however,
ightforward-looking as we
high-Voltage and brand nam
ll, and possess extremely
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recting their
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this
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the
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l variant, which is well
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While it looks like Energy
reputed for improving driv
has implemented all the
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GETTING BE NC HE D
Measuring an individual lou
dspeaker is already
a difficult task, so natura
lly measuring loudspeaker systems is an eve
n more difficult challenge. Couple these factors
with the enormous
variations in automotive
environments and the
task may seem impossible
. Thankfully, there are
a number of objective and
subjective markers we
can use as reference points
.

FIG.1 SYSTEM CURVES

OBJECTIVE MEASUR EM
ENT
Within the objective lab-ba
sed domain, there
The woofer qualities out
are fundamental electrical
putted manageable mo
and mechanical re- results
nic distortions, revealing
; however, the tweeters’
them all to be well
quirements of a loudspeak
overtly high Qtc dampen
er that we can mea- of 1.3
ed to -50dB with the majori
9 is almost double of an ide
ty occurring
sure which will provide
alistic outcome, below
us with insight to the and
-70dB: not bad at all!
this occurrence may manife
likely performance of a pro
st itself in the
duct: rub and buzz overem
SEE FIG.3
phasis of certain frequencies
testing, impedance and
.
phase qualities, cone
Ultimately, we needed to
gain an idea of how
SEE FIG.2
bias, cone signal distortions
and overall frequency
all of these qualities were
In terms of driver biasing,
goi
ng to affect freresponse. All of the following
we discovered that que
measurements were both the
ncy response. To acquire
mid-ranges and tweeters
suc
h data, we emmade at 71-degress Fahren
were slightly ployed a
heit @ 64% humidity, biased
quasi-anechoic technique
to the rear, but only to a
. The graph
with Smith and Larson’s
minor extent, above dep
Woofer Tester Pro and which
icts three measurements:
is not uncommon in car
mid-bass
Audiomatica’s Clio Win 7 sys
audio offerings; (blue),
tem
tweeter (red) and combined
however, such occurrence
(gre
en)
while
s may lead to signal inte
SEE FIG.1
rconnected to the supplied
colourations and timing erro
passive crossover.
In terms of rub and buzz, the
rs.
Energy ENC525CVs
The overall response looks
In terms of THD, the Energy
quite typical, with the
received a clean bill of hea
ENC525CVs per- crosso
lth with the overall im- form
ver point well defined and
ed excellently at 1 Watt of
the frequency
pedances (red) showing as
input. The graph respon
relatively flat, easy load above
se mostly linear above and
visually depicts both eve
bel
ow 1.5KHz,
for an amplifier to manag
n and odd har- with the
e. The phase qualities
transition in energy balanc
ed in
(blue) were predictable, non
-erratic and well managed at the crossover poin
FIG.2 SINUSOIDAL
t between the mid-bass
FIG.3 MLS - FREQUENCY
and tweeter. From these sam
RESPONSE
e measurements we
were able to determine the
free air resonance and
total electro-mechanical qua
lities of the tweeters
and mid-bass drivers:

WOOFE RS:
Fs = 87.5

HzQts = 0.668

TWEETE RS:
Fs =2,004

HzQts = 1.39
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such a manner that we believe that most individuals will find sonically pleasing. On the whole,
‘typical’ is good, as ‘typical’ in the case of the Energy ENC525CVs is representative of what a frequency response should look like from a quality
(auto sound) speaker system. Objectively speaking, the Energy ENC525CVs are solid performers.
When one considers their price they’re awesome!
I could hardly wait to get these babies off my
bench and into my sound lab…
SUBJECTIVE MEASUREMENT
I was extremely interested in the performance
of the ENC525CVs and selected music that I listen
to with frequency. Don’t laugh: Michael Jackson
– Smooth Criminal; Lindsay Lohan – Rumors;
Limp Bizkit – Behind Blue Eyes. The production
level on each of these tracks is quite good and the
frequency spectrums are wide and dig deep.
On Smooth Criminal, the intro had great sonic
height and width with the heartbeats pulsing. The
sound on Jackson’s breath was balanced in amplitude and sounded tonally correct. The strings
entered the stage as intended. The stage was set
well! The chorus entered and remained controlled
and composed and had correct impact. The body,

C525CVs are the best
“The EnertgypaEN
ckage I’ve ever heard in
componen
this price range.“

at times, exhibited signal compression and cut
the complex bass harmonics short. The tweeters
seemed a little splashy but it was nothing an EQ
couldn’t sort out.
During Rumors, the intro possessed tight upper bass response, the intro vocals were good
with just a little extra presence and the center
image was spot on and the vocal ‘effects’ were
clearly discernable as being such. The chorus
was buoyant and minimally compressed and
transferred the emotion intended. The body
seemed like it always desired more bass, but I
never felt like I was being jipped – I enjoyed the
song! The tweeter, however, showed to be a little
bright on this track as well.
In Behind Blue Eyes, which starts with a deep
omnipresent bass track, which is wide-panned
left and right, the Energy ENC525CVs did a fine
job at translating the upper mid-bass section
(150-320Hz). The lower octaves were of course

missing, as the C525CVs possess a 5.25-inch
bass driver. The vocals were properly placed
and clear. During the chorus, a buoyant synergy occurred and the speaker system became
somewhat transparent for a time, elevating my
listening experience. The chanting effect track
was awesome and quite timely and the effects
sounded very liquid! On the whole, I enjoyed the
Energy speakers with this track the most; however, the tweeters were sizzling at times.
REVIEW SUMMARY
Subjectively speaking, the Energy ENC525CVs
possess musical attributes worthy of consideration, especially when you consider their aggressive price. Just as I suspected, the Energy
ENC525CVs have the potential to become category killers. As such, this could change everything
– higher quality speaker systems for low money
– I’m down with that. Aren’t you?

CONC LUSION

Canada:
90 Royal Crest Court, Markham,Ontario,
L3R 9X6
Tel: (905) 513-7733
www.gentec-intl.com
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The Energy ENC525CVs offer high-quali
ty parts, truly engineered crossovers (band
aids), sexy looks, excellent performance
and great price! At their depicted low MSR
P, it’s
truly hard for me to make a fair complaint,
but the tweeters do suffer from electrical
ring,
causing some unwanted over-emphasis
between 3-6kHz. Then again, at their price
it’s almost wrong of me to mention it and the
crossovers allow for selectable tweeter
settings (0dB,
-3dB and -6dB) for those who may find
the sound a little too bright. The Energy
ENC525CVs are
the best component package I’ve ever
heard in this price range.

